The selection and promotion of powerful role models was a major source of 
This paper aims to provide evidence, not just of the fact of the pageants, but also that they were consciously aimed at providing inspiration and a new historical narrative for the rising generation, with introductions that directly appealed to the audience to challenge the dearth of women in their history books. How successful they were in establishing these women as a new pantheon long-term is debatable, as will be seen through this paper. This research will further demonstrate that, even away from the large urban centres, women were using whatever networks they had to actively educate themselves and others to take a wider role in society, using suffragists' techniques for a new purpose.
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Unlike Cicely Hamilton's famous 'Pageant of Great Women' 3 , this was largely a working-class and provincial movement, with a particularly non-conformist flavour through the Baptist and various Methodist churches. Though certain characters appear over and over, there were also personal choices including local heroines, or eye-catchingly feminist Biblical groups. But although we can recognise the creation of these pageants as a feminist action and the characters as feminist heroines, the choices owe more to the constitutional suffrage movement than the radical suffragettes. Although appearing in many Liberal and Labour strongholds, they may be termed "small-c conservative", sometimes with a nationalist or patriotic tenor which is at odds with established left-leaning feminist thought and traditions.
Forerunners: use of pageantry by suffragists, traditionalists and others
The dozens of provincial "noble women" events described in this research did not spring from nowhere, but grew out of a culture of processions and pageants both religious and secular, feminist and mainstream.
The most obvious parallels are with the suffrage series of public spectacles, including marches, demonstrations and processions, staged by both constitutional and militant wings of the women's suffrage movement between 1906 and 1914; these were probably inspired by Sherborne's famous 1905 pageant which sparked the craze of "pageanitis" that spread all over Britain and the US 4 , creating narratives around towns, cities, themes and even races well into the 1930s 5 . Any production involving dozens of amateur actors in homemade costumes appearing as the giants of history has comic potential, exploited in E.L. Benson's "Mapp and
Lucia", and Virginia Woolf's "Between the Acts", but the organisers' intent of creating and promoting an authorised version of their town's history was serious.
Lisa Tickner 6 notes that the suffrage marches gained impact because they were the first time middle class women had appeared on the streets in force. This may be so, but these parades followed much earlier Northern traditions of Whit Walks, Sunday School
Anniversary parades and Band of Hope processions, often led by respectable church and chapel-going women. The first Band of Hope procession in Leeds in 1850 with banners and brass bands, publicised the Temperance cause and they were hugely popular into the 20 th Century. 7 The suffrage events which followed them were a form of propaganda partly aimed at the new mass-read daily newspapers such as the Mirror, but were also covered by more establishment titles. 8 Possibly the first major public attempt at a feminist revisionist history through choice of celebrities or role models was the suffrage march of June 1908 through London, which featured tributes to notable women living and dead. The anti-suffragette Times 9 clearly wanted to point out that the parade was propaganda when their rather snide report of the event stated:
the organization and stage-management were admirable, and would have reflected credit on the most experienced political agent. Nothing was left to chance or improvisation: and no circumstance that ingenuity or imagination could contrive was lacking to make the show imposing to the eye.
Colour and beauty were consciously used to soften the abruptness of the suffragists' message and appease critics who accused them of lack of femininity. The first on 13 June was notable for its banners, displayed in advance of the parade and which even the Times described as "worthy to rank as one of the art exhibitions of the year" 10 whilst making the backhanded compliment that women's entry into politics would at least improve the aesthetics of agitation.
However, the banners, largely the designs of professional artist Mary Lowndes, were in themselves an expression of a femininity that their critics denied them, and were important propaganda in their own right. As The Daily Chronicle wrote 'the beauty of the needlework..
should convince the most sceptical that it is possible for a woman to use a needle even when she is also wanting a vote'. By special permission of Queen Victoria, the magic word "Crimea" was charged on Miss Nightingale's arms -just as if she had been a regiment. Nurses in uniform carried this honourable banner. The veterans of the Service Club bared their heads with reverential homage as this noble memorial came in view; and the crowd, quick to catch an emotion, ceased from their joking and bared their heads as well.
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The parades were a retort to the cartoonists who portrayed suffragists as harridans and old maids. The event was also photographed by Britain's first female press photographer Christina Broom for a lucrative series of postcards. 13 The idea of a a pantheon of heroic and learned women justifying the right to the vote was formalised in Cicely Hamilton's Pageant of Great Women 14 which debuted in London in 1909 and toured Britain for three years. In each town, local women would take the 50 roles, who were introduced as part of a debate between "Woman" and "Sir Prejudice", presided over by "Justice". Staging within a theatre meant some problems of marches (poor weather, logistics, unruly crowds) were solved, and they also permitted an added dimension.. Although most of the characters did not speak (which made it easier for non-professionals to stage), a formal argument could be presented, culminating in Sir Prejudice being bundled off stage by the group of warrior women. The groupings also allowed a projection of female solidarity across time and national boundaries, although Cameron points out that this shows signs of strain as women who would have been at odds (such as Boadicea fighting for the British and
Joan of Arc fighting against them) were presented together 15 . The groups were photographed for postcards, and the script sold as a book. Suffrage plays and tableaux were also staged privately by amateur groups for fundraising. 16 The concept also continued to be popular on marches, with a Great Women section of the suffragettes' Coronation Parade in 1911. One woman dressed as Joan of Arc on horseback, symbolising the heroism and militant martyrdom central to the WSPU. The parade was intended to rival the official parade the following week and was the last and greatest of its kind in Britain. Tickner wrote: "With it they reached the limit of public spectacle, not just as a political device but as a practical possibility." 17 The pragmatic use of beauty and spectacle to answer criticisms of lack of feminity was adopted by the US suffragist movement, whose parades in 1911, 1912 and 1913 were led by "the most beautiful suffragette", Inez Milholland, once appearing as Joan of Arc.
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Harriot Stanton Blatch, president of the Women's Political Union, shows the consciousness of the organisers when she wrote in the New York Tribune before the 1912 parade:
Look at our daily press, note the space it is giving to the May 4 demonstration, and surely the question is answered why we have a parade. A parade, then, is of news value... But, more than this, -we who are behind the scenes know the effect of a procession on our own marching ranks. We know that is a source of inspiration for our workers, and that, above all, it cultivates in them courage and determination. We parade mainly because if feeds the enthusiasm of our army. 19 This double use of the spectacle both as propaganda for the cause and for the women themselves is revealing. Even the word "inspiration" is one that is repeatedly used by magazine editors today in women's power lists.
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Changing Times: the post-militant era . Evidence was also reviewed by Adrian Bingham, who concluded "the interwar period cannot simply be regarded as an era of domesticity and retreat." 23 The sponsoring organisations of these pageants were largely Christian, complementing Jacqueline deVries' work on denominational feminism in the CofE and RC churches 24 , in which she argued that the category of religion has been neglected in the examination of interwar feminism, and that, in religious contexts, the British women's movement made considerable progress in this period.
And although the period has been seen as one of "conservative backlash", Alison
Light pointed out it is hard to reconcile this with the "buoyant sense of excitement and release" in new opportunities, from tennis clubs and cinema going to accessible mortgages.
For Light, much women's culture cannot be made sense of "unless we admit that feminist work must deal with the conservative as well as the radical imagination.... On the whole feminists have preferred to believe that feminism and conservatism are mutually exclusive." 25 This confident and optimistic claiming and expression of a new citizenship will be seen to be reflected in the pageants described below. This research reflects the more confident expression of feminism in religious contexts described by deVries, and widens our understanding of how working-class and non-conformist women in particular saw their new roles. Their choice of heroines and role models holds up a mirror to their beliefs as they adjusted to their new positions as citizens.
Methodology
Using the online British Newspaper Archives held by the British Library, all references to amateur pageants were traced using the search terms "Masque of Noble The contrast between the status and respect given to the students' manuscript, and the many chapel and girls' club versions, could hardly be more stark. While the noble ladies have been assured archival and now digital immortality, the noble women's scripts appear to have been circulated in a manner almost reminiscient of samizdat literature, and are now all but lost. Presumably they were passed around until too dog-eared to be of use then discarded. It is hopeful that, as digitisation continues, one may appear in a box of programmes, but at present it seems impossible to trace a complete British manuscript.
Pageants For a New Cause: findings
The Pageants: framing and structure
Newspapers referred to these events as pageants, masques and tableaux, the terms apparently being used almost interchangeably. Traditionally, a masque was performed by masked performers representing allegorical characters and included song and pantomime.
There is no indication that these women wore masks, but perhaps the term seemed appropriate as women were representing such famous national figures. Pageants were originally outdoor performances usually incorporating a procession, but although processions do not seem to have happened in these performances, the term was adopted as the chronological order often used suggested a march through history. Tableaux, in contrast, In February 1916, White Ribbon magazine states: "As an attraction to the outsiders, a means of making money for any and every cause, and as an education to most people, this
Masque in unsurpassed." Later that year, another article states, apparently in response to numerous inquiries, that the costumes will be sent in time for the dress rehearsal, but their popularity is shown in the comments:
...it must be pointed out that these rehearsals must be held near the date of the performance. A week or ten days beforehand is practically impossible, as rarely in the season are the costumes unbooked for so long... Only too often when the boxes have been returned have the costumes been found to have been altered. Skirts have been shortened (indeed, one would imagine that trains were unheard of things, so often has E B Browning's dress been shortened at the back)....When the boxes go, as so often they do, from Branch to Branch, it is almost impossible to trace those things which are missing when they return to their headquarters at last.
Over the years, the concept was copied by many other organisations, often church or youth groups. Of thirty two newspaper reports which include full cast lists, I have found nineteen pageants or masques which mention Clio and seventeen with a "child of the present" or "dreamer". Some of these have different characters, suggesting that the format was used but the heroines chosen could be varied. However, this core concept could be altered to add different emphases.
An interesting variation was given by the Dorcas Society at Trinity Presbyterian
Church, Bristol, in 1933. 30 Although all roles in the tableaux were taken by women (including the male roles opposite the heroines, such as Sir Walter Raleigh opposite Elizabeth 1), the narrator and child parts were taken by a real-life father and son, the father explaining to his son the many examples of heroism shown by women. This shows the organisers understood boys also needed this social education, and that this had to come not from preaching women but from adult men they could respect.
The Girls' Friendly Society had a different aim -they were unusual in that a condition of membership was having always borne a "good character", usually interpreted as virginity. Run by middle-class CofE ladies, it was aimed at working girls, particularly servants, who were in danger of being corrupted as they left their own family circles 31 . In 1925, Chelmsford GFS incorporated these institutional ideals and structures into a similar framing device, with a warning not to rely on young men. The Chelmsford Chronicle
The prologue was based upon a scene at a London railway station, showing the arrival of a country girl, whose young man acquaintance had not fulfilled his promise to meet her. Frightened and friendless, the girl was on the point of despair, when a GFS lady met her, and, offering help and comfort, took her to a restaurant. There the unhappy girl spoke of her desolation, but words of encouragement were given by the lady friend, who reminded her of the famous women of Essex who had made history in the past.
This theme of providing a new, more inspiring history for a new era continued right through to the war years. The line 'Man's comrades now, not slaves, we forward go', indicated the concept that women had entered a new era, and required, through pageants such as this one, a guiding star for their new journey.
The Pageants: Organisers
The explicit aim of providing younger people with a new, more inspiring history, partly explains why these pageants were so popular with youth groups. Of 117 reported
shows, twenty one were by youth organisations such as girls' schools, Girl Guides, Girls'
Friendly Societies and the Y (youth) branch of the British Women's Temperance Association.
They are also markedly by Christian organisations and particularly non-conformists:
seven had links to Baptist Churches, fifty one to Methodists and three to other nonconformist churches. The Temperance movement, though in theory non-denominational, was in practice most common amongst non-conformists, particularly Methodists. Notes: This does not include events mentioned in the White Ribbon magazine. Two events have so little information they cannot be categorised. Two Temperance events were held in Baptist venues, but these have been categorised as Temperance events to avoid double counting. Although the Guides movement was at the time a Christian movement which included a promise to God in the vows, this has been classed as a secular movement as groups were not specifically organised by the Church of England and could commonly meet in schools and be named for towns not churches.
In contrast, this research only uncovered four pageants by Mothers' Union branches, which are linked to CofE churches 34 . Five were Women's Institutes and three by their urban sister institutions, the Townswomen's Guilds. One of these, in Sunderland, had more than a thousand performers 35 . The remaining secular organisations are very varied, including Girls'
Friendly Societies, VAD detachments, a business and professional women's club, amateur dramatic groups etc. It is worth noting that I could not find a single event organised by the most patriarchal of organisations, the Roman Catholic church.
As stated, it is not possible to reliably map these events due to the incomplete archive, but there appears to be a crossover with non-conformist stronghold areas as mapped by Hugh This tentative mapping and the clear non-conformist associations clearly places these events as largely organised by working-class or lower-middle-class women, generally church or chapel-going. This is small town Britain of coal mines, textile mills and fishing industries.
These towns may have cinemas, but would often lack theatre, music halls, museums, galleries and higher education institutes. They are also some distance, using transport available to the working class, from cities where these things could be found. At this time, there would have been a considerable difference in opportunities between the Pennine town of Burnley, and the comparatively urban Bury, only a tram ride to buzzing, political Manchester. Cause and effect are blurred here -these areas were neglected by the establishment and thus became non-conformist strongholds, while their continuing poverty of opportunity meant the phrase "making your own entertainment" could have been invented for them.
As the voices of provincial, working-class women were rarely heard or recorded in this era, it is fascinating to see who they chose as heroines, representatives and role models.
The Pageants: The Chosen Heroines
Though there is some cross-over with the original "Pageant of Great Women", there are significant differences. Cicely Hamilton's groups were: saintly women, rulers, learned Cavell shown only as a nurse and martyr, or was she allowed to speak her famous quote:
"Patriotism is not enough"?
We cannot answer these questions, but we can make some speculations based on the choices above.
Of the twenty five most common characters, not including narrator or child, thirteen are married, twelve with children, and eleven are single (Huguenot woman could be either). Stowe were known as much for their liberal political views as their literary work. We do not know if this is why they were chosen, but we do know that they were not excluded from the list for this behaviour. This willingness to transgress social norms in a worthy cause is a particular feature of the non-conformist tradition, particularly in the Society of Friends.
Regarding 19 th century missionary Hannah Kilham, Alison Twells said: "Experiencing her
calling in her heart, she was empowered by the doctrine of the inner light to transgress the boundaries of both the female province and established Quaker practice." 38 The same could be said of the group listed above.
It is particularly notable that the role of "Mother" was missing in Cicely Hamilton's production, but was present in twenty out of the thirty-two later productions for which we have listings.
In contrast to Cicely Hamilton's play, the archetypal figure written that Jesus told her she was a sinner, or to change her behaviour, or that she ever did so. The chapel stages were known for their robust and sometimes bawdy humour 47 , so this may have been an opportunity for some fun. However, according to the Hebden Bridge pageant notes, the Woman of Samaria was played by Mrs Lingard. No first name or initial is given, suggesting she was a widow. Perhaps the part was too risque to give to an unmarried woman or wife.
Finally, the notes above should not be taken as implying these lists were generic.
Although there are staple characters, there was also much room for individual choices. Many tableaux featured local heroines or favourites, in thirty two lists, sixty two choices appeared only once (see Appendix B). Some were controversial -the press clearly enjoyed the outrage over the inclusion of Lady Godiva, whose costume weighed less than one and a half ounces 48 .
To summarise, these lists represent women who are active, tireless workers. They are courageous, both physically and morally. They may be married or single, though if married they are famous for their own works, not their husband's position. Though rulers are heavily represented, only non-conformist martyr Alice of Lisle is noble in the aristocratic sense. They are likely to be well-educated by the standards of their time, but are unlikely to pursue intellectual work for its own sake, and are more likely to use their education in the service of others, or for campaigning for the unfortunate. They are likely to be strong-minded, opinionated and out-spoken, often against the prevailing social norms, though only in the service of morality, Christianity and the rights of women and the unfortunate. They are unlikely to be explicitly feminist (though they may be feminist in all their actions) and are highly unlikely to be overtly sexual or known for their beauty. Women who break social norms for self-centered ends, such as personal gain, fame or sexual satisfaction, are excluded.
In demographic terms, they reflect the performers in being largely white, English-speaking and with a bias towards Christianity and non-conformism.
The Pageants: newspaper reports
In view of the fact that the mainstream media, particularly women's magazines, has been accused of peddling a very conservative view of femininity during this period 49 , it is worth briefly considering the local newspapers' reports. With a single exception 50 , they were overwhelmingly positive. There is an economic case here -local newspapers are far more reliant on maintaining a good relationship with a community than a national newspaper or magazine is. A scathing report of an amateur production could mean dozens of cancelled subscriptions and a dent in profits. However, these reports sometimes do more than pay lip service. They include quotes such as this from the Western Gazette on 20 th December, 1935:
The imagination of the audience was deeply stirred, and all left with the sense that they were debtors to a noble line of heroic and saintly women, without whom the freedom, and grace, and sweetness of the present could never have been.
A slightly different pageant, which showed scenes of women's emancipation, such as Lord Shaftesbury's inquiry and the gain of legal rights for married women, was described by the Sunderland Daily Echo and Shipping Gazette, on 26 th May 1938:
The pageant was aimed to show the vast change which has come over the conditions of woman's life in the past century, and the possibilities which the future holds -'woman triumphant is woman helping in the creation of a happy world.'
The Cornishman, on 25 th April 1940, said a more appropriate theme for a pageant could hardly have been chosen than the lives of noble women:
The pages of history had been turned over, and the influence that women have exerted in the regeneration of mankind and the improvement in the social conditions were recalled in a way that will make them unforgettable to all those present. It is well that this should be so, as in these days of strife and warfare, the part that women have played is liable to be over-looked.
These enthusiastic tributes both to the performers and the concept of the pageants suggest that mainstream thought was not necessarily against this type of revisionist history, or against the public veneration of powerful women as role models for the next generation.
Why the non-conformists?
The heavy non-conformist involvement in these events, far beyond that of any CofE or secular organisations, is one of the most striking results. As stated above, it is difficult to separate cause from effect here, as the small towns and isolated regions that were attractive to wandering dissenting preachers in the 17 th and 18 th centuries may also be the areas that continued to nourish radical views, whilst also lacking professional entertainments or higher education institutes. As Michael Woods has said, the original concept of the historical pageant from 1905 was intended for small towns, and, although many large cities embraced the concept, by 1928 the high tide of "pageanitis" had ebbed and they were again most popular in smaller towns 51 . However, there are reasons to think the non-conformist churches may have been particularly receptive to the production of a feminist revisionist history. As stated above, the lack of other organisations in these small towns may be the reason why they played host to these events, but the crossover with areas where nonconformist culture was strong is still of interest. There is a case for considering that the nonconformist culture itself, with its long tradition of political activism and women's public speaking, provided a fertile ground for expressions of feminist history.
Joining the Establishment
The non-conformists may, as their name suggests, be outside the establishment, but the characters chosen may have been part of a more general movement towards it. By the 1930s theirs was no longer a firebrand movement. Like the women's suffrage movement, many of their once-radical ideas had been absorbed into the mainstream. These pageants may have reflected a desire, both by non-conformists and women's campaigners, to join the establishment.
Without a British script, or body of scripts, it is impossible to say with certainty what the purpose of these productions were, and whether they were overtly focussed on social or Michael Woods has discussed the various uses of public drama in the form of pageants, which include demonstrating an elite's power through the occupation of symbolically significant space and promoting discourses which legitimise the elite's leadership. In this case, we are not considering an elite, but rather a new group which seeks to join the elite by demonstrating their historical right to do so. He also points out that historically public drama was used to confirm the social and political order, especially during and after times of turbulence. 67 These points seem particularly relevant in the case of the interwar pageants. They were performed, often in a chapel or public hall, sometimes in huge public spaces such as Victoria Hall, Sheffield. They also confirm a social and political order following turbulence, in this case, a new order. The pageant may serve to reassure the participants and spectators that in fact the order has not significantly changed but is part of a continuum of strong and successful women, and socially valuable non-conformists, stretching back into Britain's past.
Laura Mayhall has also pointed out that the militant WSPU enshrined a narrative of authentic suffrage militancy in the 1930s which has dominated discussions of the movement and subsequent feminist ideology ever since 68 , to the diminution of the "constitutional wing", but the debate about what constitutes feminism is widening. Recently, Catriona Beaumont and Maggie Andrews' histories of "housewives' associations" including the WI and Mothers'
Union which encouraged their members to take part in politics, ran successful campaigns on national issues and started businesses whilst remaining rooted in domesticity and without challenging gender roles. This group of pageants could certainly fit within this new narrative of "moderate feminism" or empowerment.
Conclusion and Further Research
If nothing else, I hope this paper will be a starting point for bringing back into public knowledge many women who were clearly heroines of their time, and whose names have since been lost. Many would doubtless justify entire biographies of their own. The full listing in Appendix 2 throws up many mysteries, particularly in the one and two mention categories.
However, the very fact that so many of these names are unknown to the casual reader suggests that the pageant organisers did not totally succeed in promoting their heroines as nationally important figures. The revised history they sought to create has not, after all, become mainstream, although the concept of the importance of celebrating women's achievements and history has become more widely acknowledged, as the success of this journal demonstrates.
This paper outlines the choices that the producers of these pageants have made, and provides some suggestions as to why they have made them. It does not exhaustively analyse each of these choices beyond placing them within broad groups. It would be interesting to examine some of these choices further. Julia Neville has used Google Books to track how mention of such characters as Edith Cavell disappeared over time. Tracking the rise and fall of the fame of these and other women could open up many further avenues of discussion about why and how we choose our role models. It may also be interesting to consider how we choose role models today. The many women's magazine awards programmes could be a field of study, but it is hard to think of a direct parallel of modern celebrations of heroines of the past. When did we stop venerating our ancestors' achievements?
This research also highlights the richness of the local press archives, now becoming available through the digitisation programme. These newspapers, being closer to the communities they served, may provide a more accurate picture of the grassroots social history of Britain than the national press, which has previously tended to be the focus of academic study. The British Press Archive allows the searching and examination of local records from all over Britain side-by-side in a way that has not been possible before.
Beyond this, the whole area of life in non-conformist chapels, particularly for women, is well worthy of study. Major social and religious movements such as the British Baptists, Female Revivalists, Primitive Methodists and Congregationalists are being reduced to a footnote in history, if that. It has been noted previously, through the many references given above, that there was a natural resonance and affiliation between religious non-conformity and social and political non-conformity or even radicalism, although this waxed and waned.
However, this has been barely explored in relation to women's issues. Although this research helps make the link explicit through the groups that chose to perform these pageants, many other avenues of research are possible.
These women, though provincial and working or lower middle class, were far from passive observers of changing times. They were taking an active interest in the world around them and were creating a new history and inspiration for themselves and the next generation.
The heroines they chose clearly indicate how they consider greatness and nobility to be defined ---through intelligence, hard work, service to others, a willingness to speak out and the courage to break with social norms for higher causes.
Sister Dora Florence Nightingale Sister Anne (nurse) Agnes Weston (philanthropist, superintendent of the Royal Naval Temperance Society) 
